Support Through Dialogue: Effects of the War in Ukraine on the Caltech Community

Resources

Links to these resources are available on our website diversity.caltech.edu
## Support

**Coalition To Support Black People in Ukraine:**

Coalition members include:

- The Mandela Legacy Foundation
- The African Canadian Association and African Canadian Association of Ottawa
- Equal Chance
- The Ottawa Black Diaspora Coalition

## Support

**Organizations Providing Aid to LGBTQ+ Ukrainian Refugees:**

- Insight Ukraine
- OutRight International
- QUA - LGBTQ Ukrainians in America

**Organizations Providing Aid to Ukrainian Children:**

- Voices of Children
- Nova Ukraine

**Other Organizations to Support:**

- Razom for Ukraine
- World Central Kitchen
- Doctors Without Borders
- UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR)
- Sunflower of Peace

## Listen & Read

- Council on Foreign Relations
- Podcast: In Ukraine, the Men Who Must Stay and Fight, The Daily from The New York Times
- Podcast: State of Ukraine by NPR
- Podcast: Russians reflect on the Russia-Ukraine war and the consequences at home; On Point by NPR
- Spilling into streets and city squares, Russian citizens protest the war in Ukraine, PBS News Hour
- Thousands of Russians are protesting against the war with Ukraine. Putin’s not likely to listen